Top Tips.

One Word Stories

Rudyard Kipling “If history were taught in the form of stories, it would never be forgotten”

Creative flow!

Get the creative juices flowing with a One-Word Storytelling game.

In a 1:1 or as a group, you will tell a story together, taking it in turns to add one word at a time.

This fun game will require you to work together and help with developing communication, whilst generating laughter!

Set the scene

Set the scene by leading with a full sentence, for example...

“Once upon a time there was a young man who wanted to change his luck...”

Then allow the next person to continue the story, one word at a time. If you are in a group, ensure everyone contributes.

Keep telling the story until it has reached a conclusion.

Build evidence & empower

Why not build a story book together and include all of the stories created? This will evidence the creative activities built over a period of time and highlight how you have been empowered.